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Police and Crime Commissioners –
What you need to know
Police and Crime Commissioners will be elected
for every police force area in England and Wales
outside London in November 2012. They will be
at the vanguard of the Government’s crime and
policing reforms and are part of a programme
of work to decentralise control and to put the
public in the driving seat. This note explores
the implications of these landmark policing
reforms for other local leaders with whom
Commissioners will need to work
in partnership.

The Commissioner
The first elections will take place on 15th November
2012, with elected Commissioners taking up office
a week later. Police and Crime Commissioners will
have responsibility for:
• Appointing the Chief Constable and holding them
to account for the running of their force
• Setting out a 5 year Police and Crime Plan
based on local priorities (developed in
consultation with the Chief Constable,
communities and others)
• Setting the annual local precept and annual
force budget
• Making grants to organisations aside from the
police (including but not limited to Community
Safety Partnerships)

Working in partnership
Commissioners will be new entrants to a
complex local leadership landscape and will
need to work collaboratively. Collective local
leadership on crime, justice and community
safety will be the key to cutting crime and
improving outcomes for local people.
The mechanisms and practices of partnership
working are complex and have developed over
time. A Commissioner new to criminal justice
(or perhaps new to the public sector altogether)

might be impatient with this complex landscape.
The reforms may provide an opportunity for local
leaders to review the current partnership
landscape (where this is not already underway)
with a view to simplifying and streamlining ways
of working together.
Police and Crime Commissioners will need to
work with a broad range of organisations and local
authorities will be vital partners. In addition to a
focussed role in scrutinising the Commissioner
through Police and Crime Panels, local authorities
and elected members will need to work closely
with commissioners as partners. They will share
an interest in improving outcomes and services in
a range of areas from community safety and youth
justice to health, safeguarding and civil contingencies.
The Government will be consulting on a potential
future role for Commissioners in relation
to support services for victims.

Commissioning
As well as their core policing role, Commissioners
will have a remit to cut crime, and will have
commissioning powers and funding to enable them
to do this. Commissioners will need to work with
each other and to have regard to cross border
and national issues but, critically, they will need
to work effectively with other local leaders in their
police force area. This will include work to influence
how all parties prioritise and bring together their
resources to find local solutions to meet local
problems and priorities. Strong partnership working,
as well as exploring new working arrangements, will
be central to success.
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act
2011 provides powers for Commissioners to award
grants to any organisation or body they consider
will support their community safety priorities.
Commissioners will receive some consolidated
grants made up of funding currently provided to a
range of organisations and may decide to use them
on projects that support their community safety
objectives. Commissioners will be free to pool
funding with local partners and will have flexibility to
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decide how to use their resources to deliver against
the priorities set out in the Police and Crime Plan.
In order to minimise bureaucracy and prevent
disruption to programmes, Ministers have decided
that existing arrangements for community safety
and partnership funding will continue during 201213. In 2013-14, in addition to the main police grant
and precept, Police and Crime Commissioners will
also receive funding from the Community Safety
Fund which will support local priorities which might
include tackling drugs and crime, reducing reoffending, and improving community safety.
As Police and Crime Commissioners will be
commissioning services to cut crime, the right
connections will need to be in place with other
local strategic and commissioning frameworks. For
instance, new health commissioning arrangements
are being introduced in England on a similar
timetable. Health and Wellbeing Boards will be
vital partners for Commissioners given their role in
determining joint needs assessments against which
services will be commissioned. Commissioners will
need to develop common cause with partners on
a range of crime and health issues and they will
need to find the best ways to engage and influence,
locally. This influencing role will be particularly
critical with local authority and health partners and
in Wales, with the Welsh Government, who will also
have considerable spending power. Commissioners
may wish to explore how innovative financial
models such as payment by results or community
budgets could operate and be used to transform
how local services are designed and delivered to
meet local needs.
For bodies hoping to be directly commissioned by
the new Commissioners, including those who have
historically been centrally funded, there is much
that can be done to prepare. Ahead of the arrival
of Commissioners in November (and, importantly,
ahead of candidates declaring themselves over
coming months) service leaders will want to ensure
that the business case for existing programmes,
or proposals for new approaches are robust.
This could include considering the evidence base
and value for money of programmes as well as
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considering the fit between current partnership
priorities, the needs of individuals and the potential
interests of the Commissioner. This will apply
equally to the statutory and voluntary sectors.
Many areas are already initiating discussion
amongst partners about the changes and how best
to make the reforms work in their areas. In some
places this includes considering how local leaders
could support commissioning across multiple
partnerships, agencies and areas or looking at
driving better value for money providing a potential
platform for work with the new Commissioner.

Cooperative duties
Police and Crime Commissioners will provide
strong local leadership (underpinned by their
democratic mandate) in the drive to cut crime
and keep communities safe across a range of
agencies and partnerships. Commissioners will
need to work with other local leaders to improve
outcomes for communities, and ensure that local
resources are used effectively and efficiently. This
could include channelling collective local efforts to
join up the criminal justice system, drive out waste
or streamline partnership arrangements. They
could be a catalyst for partnership work to cut
crime, encouraging joint planning, commissioning
and prioritisation.
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility
Act 2011 puts in place a flexible framework for
partnership working between the Commissioner
and their community safety and criminal justice
partners. This includes two interrelated, reciprocal
duties to cooperate (outlined at Section 10 of
the Act) that will bind together the responsible
authorities who work in partnership to deliver safer
communities, as well as the partners across the
criminal justice system. In Wales, these duties
do not apply to functions devolved to the Welsh
Government, although Commissioners and local
partners should consider how their full range of
functions and priorities can be aligned.
Though the two partnership duties are worded
slightly differently, their intention is the same –
to ensure that local leaders work together in the

public interest in order to maximise their collective
impact. The community safety duty, specifies
that a Commissioner must “in exercising its
functions, have regard to the relevant priorities
of each responsible authority”, referring to the
authorities named in the Crime and Disorder Act
1998 and its amendments (Probation, Health, Local
Authority, Police and Fire). It further specifies that
the Commissioner and responsible authorities
“must act in co-operation with each other” in
exercising functions conferred by the 1998 Act.
Commissioners will also have some specific powers
in relation to community safety, which previously
resided with the Home Secretary as they will
be able to require a report from the responsible
authorities on an issue of concern and to merge
community safety partnerships with the consent
of the authorities themselves. Regulations will
also give Commissioners a new power to call the
responsible authorities from the various community
safety partnerships together to discuss issues
affecting the whole police area.
The criminal justice duty states that the
Commissioner and criminal justice bodies in that
police area, “must make arrangements (so far
as it is appropriate to do so) for the exercise of
functions so as to provide an efficient and effective
criminal justice system for the police area.” The
criminal justice bodies included within this duty
are those which currently comprise Local Criminal
Justice Boards (Police, Prosecution, Courts, Youth
Offending Teams, Prisons and Probation). This
duty is framed in different terms to the community
safety duty so that there can be no suggestion
of Commissioners influencing decisions taken by
criminal justice partners in individual cases – in
particular, the independence of the judiciary and
prosecutors is preserved.

same. They aim to ensure that the investment
and prioritisation decisions taken by both
Commissioners and their partners are made with
a full understanding of the implications for partners
on whom they are mutually dependent.

Relationship with the public
Police and Crime Commissioners will be directly
elected by the public and will be subject to a duty
to consult with victims and the wider community,
but will need to maximise their understanding of
the needs of local people. The Government has
signalled its interest in getting neighbourhoods
engaged with their public services (for example
through beat meetings) and how victims are
treated is essential to maintaining public trust and
being able to police effectively. This is why the Act
requires Commissioners to consult with victims in
setting policing priorities in their local area.
Other local service leaders in the public and
voluntary sector will also have mature public
engagement mechanisms and may be able to
make a valuable contribution to helping
Commissioners to engage with and understand
community concerns. Community safety partners
have a duty under the 1998 Crime and Disorder
Act to engage with communities and have much
experience in this area. Equally criminal justice
agencies have done a great deal to amplify the
voice of victims and communities. Public and
voluntary sector leaders could also provide
Commissioners with the means to engage with
potentially marginalised groups, such as young
people or black and minority ethnic communities.

The statutory duties are deliberately broad
and flexible, to allow working arrangements to
develop in a way that is most meaningful locally,
and to leave room for innovation. Though their
wording differs and there is overlap between the
bodies named, the intention of both duties is the
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What can you do to prepare, locally?

Where to go for further information

Central Government has put in place a flexible
framework for partnership working between Police
and Crime Commissioners and their community
safety and criminal justice partners. There are a
range of actions that local leaders may wish to take
to ensure that they are best prepared. Some of
these are outlined within this note and include:

Sector leaders are providing support to implement
these changes in a number of ways, as it is local
leadership which matters most in making the
reforms a reality. Nationally, the Home Office
has established a PCC website which contains
information on the key issues relating to this reform
programme at

• Initiating early discussion amongst partners about
the changes, seeking their views and agreeing
how best to make it work

www.homeoffice.gov.uk/police/police-crimecommissioners/

• Evaluating your partnership-working
arrangements and the need and scope for
simplification or clarification
• Considering current partnership priorities, and
the potential involvement and interests of the
Commissioner
• Marshalling the evidence base and value for
money of your current programmes to support
Commissioner investment decisions
• Understanding how the arrival of the
Commissioner may affect your current
programme and funding arrangements
• Discussing how you could support commissioning
across partnerships and agencies, or across the
police force area
• Considering how you can help Commissioners
to understand the needs of local people, using
existing engagement mechanisms.
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You can read the latest updates on transition work
via regular bulletins at
www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/
police-crime-comms-bulletin/
You can also sign up for regular bulletins at the
same address, or by emailing
PCCPartnersEnquiries@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk

Annex – The role of the Police and Crime
Commissioner
The Police and Crime Commissioner role will
involve working with the public, the police and local
partners to ensure effective policing, as well as
contributing to national requirements.
Commissioners will provide strong local leadership
on a range of priorities that extend beyond core
policing to crime, justice and community safety.
They will be part of a collective group of community
Setting the strategic
direction and accountability
for policing

leaders who will need to collaborate in order to
meet shared community outcomes and who will
need to ensure that local resources are used
effectively and efficiently in pursuit of those
shared outcomes.
The scope of the PCC role is summarised in the
table below:

Being accountable to the electorate.
Setting strategic policing priorities.
Holding the force to account through the Chief Constable, and
consulting and involving the public.

Working with partners to
prevent and tackle crime and
re-offending

Ensuring that the police respond effectively to public concerns and
threats to public safety.
Promoting and enabling joined up working on community safety
and criminal justice.
Increasing public confidence in how crime is cut and policing
delivered.

Invoking the voice of the public,
the vulnerable and victims

Ensuring that public priorities are acted upon, victims are consulted
and that the most vulnerable individuals are not overlooked.
Complying with the General Equality Duty under the Equality Act.

Contributing to resourcing of
policing response to regional
and national threats

Ensuring an effective policing contribution alongside other partners
to national arrangements to protect the public from other crossboundary threats in line with the Strategic Policing Requirement.

Ensuring value for money

Responsible for the distribution of policing grants from central
government and setting the precept raised through council tax.
Responsible for setting the budget, including the police precept
component of council tax, and deciding how it should be spent.
Commissioning services from partners that will contribute to
cutting crime.
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